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In the report, we reproduce the claim that the following technique is
effective: the divide & conquer approach to liveness model checking under
fairness assumptions. We have conducted two case studies in which it was
model checked that two mutual exclusion protocols, Qlock protocol and TAS
protocol, enjoy the lockout freedom property under fairness assumptions with
and without the approach. Qlock is a mutual exclusion protocol that uses
an atomic queue and can be regarded as an abstract version of the Dijk-
stra binary semaphore; TAS is a mutual exclusion protocol that uses a test
& set atomic instruction. An informal description of the lockout freedom
property is that whenever each process wants to enter the critical section, it
will be eventually there. Qlock and TAS used in the project do not enjoy
the property if we do not use any fairness assumptions. The approach was
mainly proposed by Ogata [1,2,3]. We have confirmed the effectiveness of
the approach through the two case studies. We also summarize some pos-
sible improvements in the approach that have been found through the case
studies.

Model checking is one of the powerful techniques that verify highly impor-
tant systems, such as concurrent systems, circuit designs, and communication
protocols. Besides, it is one of the most significant achievements in computer
science. Model checking is not merely one research topic in computer science
but also daily used in industries, especially hardware ones.

We sometimes need fairness assumptions in model checking of liveness
properties. Fairness is an abstraction of process scheduling of operating sys-
tems that treat all processes fairly. One possible way to use fairness as-
sumptions is to embed them in a temporal formula to model check as the
premise of an implication. This makes a temporal formula obese. Because
it is time-consuming to convert temporal formulas into Büchi automata, it
often becomes impossible to conduct liveness model checking under fairness
assumptions with this approach.

Some techniques have been proposed to make it feasible and efficient to
model check liveness properties under fairness assumptions. The divide &
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conquer approach to liveness model checking under fairness assumptions is
one such technique. The technique divides a temporal formula into multiple
smaller formulas such that the conjunction of the multiple smaller formulas
logically implies the original formula for a system under model checking and
each smaller formula can be tackled by an existing ordinary model checker.
Compared with other existing techniques for liveness model checking under
fairness assumptions, it is not necessary to rely on any tools dedicated to the
technique but essentially sufficient to use any existing linear temporal logic
(LTL) model checker. We have used the Maude (version 2.7.1) LTL model
checker in the case studies.

The report consists of 6 chapters. Chapter 1 outlines the background
of the project, describes the aim of the project, and mentions the structure
of the succeeding chapters. Chapter 2 prepares the preliminaries needed to
read the rest of the report, such as Maude, LTL, and fairness assumptions.
The divide & conquer approach to liveness model checking under fairness
assumptions is described in Chapter 2 as well. Chapters 3 and 4 report on
the two case studies, reproducing the claim that the technique is effective.
Chapter 5 mentions two model checkers, Process Analysis Tool (PAT) and
the Maude Fair LTLR model checker, where LTLR stands for Linear Tem-
poral Logic of Rewriting, which can natively treat fairness assumptions. We
also summarize how PAT [4], the Maude Fair LTLR model checker [5], and
some other popular model checkers treat fairness assumptions and make a
comparison of the divide & conquer approach to liveness model checking un-
der fairness assumptions with them. Chapter 6 concludes the report. We
also mention some future directions in Chapter 6.
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